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Artist Statement
Two paths becoming one. As a musician
and textile artist I am constantly merging
the fields of sound and textile.
My work is most often research-based,
and I apply newly gained knowledge and
skills in my work. My fascination with
discovering unseen aspects in movement,
technique and social structures is something I love to share through installations,
textile works and sound scores.
Repetition is instrumental in unveiling the
hidden details of processes, therefor repetition is often a key element in my work.
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Dear friends,
In my thesis I explored the function of
repetition within the fields of music, textile and education. I researched where
repetition can lead to how it might be
implemented in society. I looked at what
over time had been written about repetition and how I personally experience repetition in my work as a classical musician
and as a textile artist.
I conducted experiments to become more
aware of the precise function repetition
serves in connection with refinement of
movement and motor skills.
To understand the evolution of repetitious processes in a historical context, I
reviewed the circumstances surrounding
the invention of the first knitting machine
in 1589.
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I discussed the economic and social impli-

Sonic Knit

cations of this mechanical introduction.
My curiosity with the relation between per-

The Sonic Knit is a circular knitting ma-

son and machine, the fact that it took about

chine that consists of 12 needles. Each

two hundred years to go from the first

needle is hitting a sound element when

(straight) knitting machine to a circular

knitting. The sound elements are tuned in

knitting machine and my interest in sound

half tone steps, all the notes of an octave.

lead me to my graduation work.

I am part of the machine and with every
row I knit, a 12 tone line, a dodecaphonic
line, is played. The thread is leading from
my top window down and guided by a
second-dial of an analogue clock. Making
a circle in 60 seconds this means 5 seconds per stitch. The stretchy knit, simple
in appearance, embodies in its folds the
research, repetition and history of knitting.
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Initial Concept

A ring that holds the knitting needles

A second-dial of an alarm clock with a
needle loop connected to it. This device
will conduct the thread.

Needles of a knitting machine

The rings holding the needles and the
sound elements
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Scaling up I

Visual concept structure

Platform holding he thread and leading
it to the dial
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The indoor structure holding the rings
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Scaling up II
Quarantine: move into the garden

Bamboo needles

Lego counter-turning element on the dial

Poles in the ground

Pebbles as counter-weight of the sound
elements
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Website
Time-line of Graduation work
https://www.kyraphilippi.nl/final-work/
Films
‘Sonic Knit - The making of’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R4ttw9ZWL0s&list=UUVPko2yq9g9lL4Lamc2e29g&index=2
‘Sonic Knit’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyZhbgn4Uhg&list=UUVPko2yq9g9lL4Lamc2e29g&index=1
Close-up counter-moving element
https://youtu.be/ujgh-u21IoY
Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/kyra.philippi.7
Contact
kyra.philippi@rietveldacademie.nl
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Used materials in the Sonic Knit
wooden sticks 220 cm: 8
bamboo sticks 220 cm: 1
bamboo sticks 200 cm: 4
bamboo sticks 120 cm: 24
tie-wraps: 120
small blocks: 24
metal hooks: 16
sound elements: 12
fruit bags: 4
alarm clock: 1
Battery AA: 1
Lego pieces: 3
paper tape
pebbles
waxed weaving thread (cotton)
regular cotton thread bobbin
carton
metal clips
pulley
Camera work films: Cecelia & Delphine Palumbo
Thanks to: Joost Post, Hanna Steenbergen, Vera
Laarakker, John, Cecelia, Delphine, Lauro Palumbo,
Ada Bicycles, Bas Maas Vioolbouw and our neighbours
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